
HOW DO THEY DO IT IN SOUTH TEXAS by SANDI QUINN  

Another tournament season has ended here in the Rio Grande 

Valley of south Texas.  Just like tournaments in FL, OH, NC, CA, 

AZ and everywhere, the tournaments here in TX are enjoyed so 

much because of the friendships and good times.  Texas 

tournaments are governed by two boards, the TSSA (state) and the 

RGVSA(regional).  This winter there were 17 state tournaments; 9 

mixed-doubles, 5 doubles and 3 singles, with the average number 

of teams in the mixed-doubles being 93.  There is usually one 

tournament per week between the first of Nov. and the middle of 

March.  There are a number of other 'park' tournaments and 

valley-wide 'Olympics’ held during the winter, but the state 

tournaments are the most attended.   

 

Unlike other states, here in TX we play one game of 20 frames, 

switching colors after 10 frames.  We toss a coin to determine 

the color we begin on.  Winning the toss almost always means we 

choose 'black' because we will get the first and last hammers.  

However, if we lose the toss and have to begin on 'yellow', all 

is not lost because we will get 2 hammers simultaneously at mid-

game that we must take advantage of.  

  

Everyone meets at the 'host' park the first morning of the 

tournaments for opening ceremonies and the draw.  Besides the 

'host' park, there are always 2 and sometimes 3 other parks used 

the first day.  At the draw we are given a number and told at 

which park we will be playing.  All the parks are near each 

other and require only a 5-10 min. commute.  Everyone plays 2 

games then returns to the 'host' park for lunch, which the 

'host' park provides.  Lunch is usually completed for everyone 

by 1:00-1:30 PM, at which time 2 more games will be played that 

first day.  When having a large number of entries, some players 

will be sent out to another park after lunch for one game only, 

then play the 4th game back at the 'host' park.  The first day 

begins at 9AM and is always ended before 5PM.  The second day 

all games are played at the 'host' park which entails the 

quarters, semis and finals, and is most always completed by 2PM. 

 All tournaments are scheduled for 3 days to accommodate the 

Amateurs and the Experts.  Only if you live at the extreme ends 

of the Valley would you have to travel 40+ miles to a 

tournament.  Stan and I live in the Mid-Valley so the farthest 

we drive is 20+ miles for only one tournament per season.  The 

rest of the tournaments are only minutes away for us.  There is 

never a need for any participants to stay overnight.  Texas has 

one National Singles tournament every year at mid-March, and 

beginning next season a National Mixed-doubles is being added to 



our schedule in early Nov.  We would love to have our shuffle 

friends from other states come to our National tournaments!!  We 

were very fortunate and grateful to have Jim and Mary Clayton 

come to our National Singles tournaments while Jim was serving 

as National President.  Thank you, Jim and Mary for that! 

 

The Shuffler: This report by Sandi Quinn was submitted circa 

2006 10 01. Great Educational Article.  

 


